Textiloma Resembling Abdominal Tumor
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Abstract
Background: Textiloma is a known complication of surgical procedures, even scheduled, and symptoms of chronic abdominal pain after surgery not related with the procedure must alert us about this possibility.

Case: Female patient of 35 years-old presents to follow up in general surgery consult two months after elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy without complications apparently, referring abdominal pain of low intensity in right lower quadrant. At physical exam without any identifiable abnormality. For location an inguinal hernia was suspected but ultrasound discard this. Was treated with analgesics without improvement. A CT scan reveals a right rectum muscle tumor and patient was scheduled for a laparoscopic exploration for the surgical background. During surgery an encapsulated fragment of the bag to extract gallbladder and many biliary stones inside was found, and an extraction complete without complications.

Conclusion: Many measures along the surgical technique have been developed to avoid accidental complications like textiloma, with subsequent increased morbidity, but in this case they are not useful, only attention during surgical procedure could avoid such complication.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The textiloma or gossypboma is defined as a foreign body left behind during an operation. The incidence is not well estimated secondary to misdiagnosis or absence of reports about it, by the medico-legal implications, but some previous articles report it between 1 in 1000 cases and 1 in 10000 cases. The presentation varies from asymptomatic to abdominal pain and serious complications like intestinal perforation, and the time of presentation could be from days to years after surgery, for this reason the diagnosis sometimes is difficult1.

2. CASE REPORT

Female patient of 35 years-old presents to follow up in general surgery consult two months after elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy without complications apparently, referring abdominal pain of low intensity in right lower quadrant. At physical exam without any identifiable abnormality, but referring occasional sporadic pain of low intensity near inguinal region, it was controlled with standard analgesics, but each time was more frequent. For the referred location an inguinal hernia was suspected an ultrasound discard this possibility. During time of study in the consult was treated with analgesics without improvement. A CT scan reveals a right rectum muscle tumor and patient was scheduled for a laparoscopic exploration for the surgical background. During surgery an encapsulated fragment of the bag to extract gallbladder and many biliary stones inside was found, and an extraction complete without complications. Patients was discharged the same day and after 2 months of follow up she remains asymptomatic.
3. DISCUSSION

The textiloma or gossypiboma is refered to foreign bodies such as cotton, gauze or other surgical materials left behind during operations. The incidence is very variable and is not reliable by the great number of cases without any report by the legal consequences of this13.

It has been reported that some risk factors for the occurrence of those accidents are the surgical emergencies, change of surgical team during the operations, absence of material quantification before surgical incision and previous to closure, surgeries late in the night, long surgeries, change of surgical technique. Other reports mention that only 30% of textilomas are presented in emergency surgeries and 70% in elective1.

This complication is observed in all specialities but the more frequent are general surgery (52%), gynecologic (22%), urologic/vascular (10%), and orthopedic/spinal surgery (6%)1.

The symptoms associated with textilomas are extremely variable, ranging from asymptomatic cases for over 35 years to abdominal pain right after surgery, intestinal obstruction, fistula formation, granulomas, tumor like lesions, abscesses, fever, biliary obstruction and chronic pain234.

The diagnosis sometimes is difficult by the high degree of suspicion required. The first phase for the diagnosis is the x-ray study, confirming the presence of gauze material in 90% of the cases and being the more frequent material left behind, but in some cases this test is negative and in the other 10% the material has not a radiopaque component to identify. Some materials without this marks are plastic materials, bags, mesh or diverse surgical components2. If the x-ray is not conclusive other imagine studies like ultrasound, CT scan or MRI are needed.

Once the foreign body is left behind two kinds of reactions are observed: an exudative tissue reaction leading to acute abscess formation or an aseptic fibrous tissue reaction which involves slow adhesions formation, such as granulomas or encapsulation, this last is the one observed in tumor like lesions and could be asymptomatic for years after surgery56. The tumor like lesions are specially difficult to distinguish from a textiloma only because some of them share some imaging characteristics in CT scans or ultrasound56.
When this tumor-like lesions are observed like in the presented case, one option is to practice an ultrasound guided biopsy, but the one most used is a surgical exploration with remotion of the lesion and send it to pathology exam if their origin is not obvious.

In this cases the acute presentation is associated with complications and mortality between 8-40% in some reports<sup>4</sup>, so the possibility must be commented to the patients, and in case of confirmation, a good communication between the surgical team and patient’s family is crucial for a good outcome.

4. CONCLUSION

Many safe points have been developed in the operating room to avoid complications like a wrong site of incision, incorrect surgery or textilomas. In the presented case our theory was a bag rupture during extraction that was not perceived by the surgical team, leaving behind a fragment of the bag with some biliary stones inside, with the subsequent encapsulation by the mesentery. All the surgeries must complete the established systematized for the safety of the patients and avoid complications, with all the surgical team being responsible for any neglect.
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